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The cellular structure of wood was replicated with sol-gel silica and the
structure was strengthened by epoxy resin impregnation. This was achieved by
oxidative alkaline extraction of non-fibre components from a pinewood
template. A porous silica skeleton was obtained after calcining at 500 °C and
this cellular structure was maintained as an epoxy-silica composite, replicating
the cellular morphology of the wood.

1.

Introduction
Biomimetic supramolecular structure design based on natural structural materials, such
as wood, imparts high integrity and repetition from the template wood due to hierarchical
morphology. Wood is a natural fibre composite that is structured on several levels of
hierarchy. Wood tissues are made of interconnected cells with open spaces (lumens). At the
micrometer scale, wood has a cellular architecture resembling a honeycomb structure. The
nanoscale structure of wood is characterised by the molecular cellulose fibres and membrane
structures of cell walls. The cell walls are composed of cellulose microfibrils embedded into
matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin [1].
Replication of a biological template into an inorganic structural material, known as
biomorphic or biomimetic mineralization, provides a powerful tool to create complex material
structures [2-4]. Wood has been widely used as a natural template for manufacturing porous
ceramics with cellular morphology, usually by liquid infiltration of carbonised wood with
liquid reactant and subsequent sintering in inert atmosphere. Examples are carbide ceramics
like SiC [5-7], oxide ceramics like SiO2 [8], Al2O3 [9] and TiO2 [10] and ceramic composite
like Si–SiC, SiC–Si [11] and TiC–C [12].
In nature, per-mineralisation and petrification of wood by mineral solution, such as
silicates, are well known. Silica replicas of wood structure can be obtained by infiltration with
Si-containing sols, which decompose into SiO2 during subsequent heat treatment (calcination)
in air. In earlier attempts to artificially ‘silicify’ wood, the template was soaked in water glass
(sodium silicate). However, the silicate minerals were found located mainly in the lumina of
the wood cells and the structure of the gels were not stable and easily collapse once the
organic part was removed [13-14]. Therefore, to improve the properties of the silica–wood
composites, the inorganic silicates must be incorporated onto and within the cell walls.
Previous studies showed that the sol-gel process was effective to impregnate wooden
materials [2,15-16]. Bound water in the cell wall was used to direct the sol-gel process as to
achieve a deposition of the silicate within the walls. The degree of crosslinking of the
polysiloxanes and the depth of the penetration were influenced by the concentration of silicon
alkoxide in ethanol and by other parameters such as reaction time.
The aim was to replicate wood morphology in a composite containing synthetic
materials that will retain the structure or cellulose framework while removing other
components. In this study, a wood template was vacuum impregnated with tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) via a sol-gel process, without catalyst, to allow sufficient time for the sol
to penetrate deep into the cell walls. The challenge was to maintain the wood structure after
removing the fibre cellulose from the composite during calcination. Subsequently, the silica
skeleton needed to be strong enough to maintain its cellular structure during epoxy resin
impregnation.
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2.

Experimental
Pinewood (Pinus Radiata) was cut in dimensions of 40 mm x 20 mm x 5 mm (radial x
tangential x longitudinal) and washed by extraction with toluene–ethanol solution in the
volume ratio 2:1 and then with the same amount of pure ethanol for 6 h each using a Soxhlet
extraction apparatus. The extracted wood were delignified with sodium chlorite (4.2 g) and
acetic acid (1.5 g) in water (69.3 g) at 70 °C. Delignification solutions were renewed after 3 h
and the templates treated for another 3 h. Following the treatment, the templates were
extracted with ethanol to remove the residual treatment solution and were stored in ethanol
until required. This was to avoid collapse and warping of the structure due to drying effects.
Silica–wood templates were prepared by the sol-gel process with, TEOS (4.7 g), ethanol
(17.4 g) and water (7.0 g) using vacuum–pressure impregnation technique. The templates
were immersed in sol solution for 24 h before drying in an oven at 50 °C (24 h) and 105 oC
(5 h). The silica-wood template was calcined at 500 °C for 2 h to produce a silica skeleton
with a cellular structure mimicking the structure of wood. Epoxy–silica composite was
prepared through infiltration of silica skeleton with epoxy resin using vacuum–pressure
impregnation technique. The composite was cured at room temperature for 3 d and post cured
at 100 °C (3 h) and 150 °C (3 h).
Specimens were transferred onto a sample holder covered with conductive carbon tape
and sputter coated with carbon for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (FEI Quanta
200 ESEM) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (SEM-EDX) to study its
morphology and distribution of silica in composites. The images taken from SEM
micrographs were used to determine the cell wall thickness and the size of the cells.
3.

Results and Discussion
The infiltration of silica sol into the wood was done by a vacuum–pressure
impregnation technique to increase the penetration depth of silica into the wood templates
[15]. The template was infiltrated with an anhydrous mixture of ethanol and TEOS, without
acid or base catalyst to reduce the hydrolysis rate. The effectiveness of this method could be
observed by the stability of the sol solution, which stayed clear during the impregnation
process. If the TEOS was hydrolysed and condensed before penetrating the cell wall, its
oligomeric units would not have been able to enter the interstitial space [2]. The hydrolysis,
condensation reactions and formation of inorganic gels are as shown in the equation (1) and
(2) below.

Si(OEt) 4 + 4H 2 O → Si(OH) 4 + 4EtOH

(1)

2Si(OH) 4 → Si(OH) 3 − O − Si(OH) 3 + H 2 O → (SiO 2 ) n + nH 2 O

(2)

SEM micrographs of the silica infiltrated and calcined (silica skeleton) templates are
shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. The average of cell size and wall thickness are
summarised in Table 1. The thickness of the cell walls of cellulose template increased from
5.2 ± 1.6 µm to 6.2 ± 0.8 µm after infiltration with TEOS. The cell walls were coated with
silica and SEM-EDX observation revealed the presence of SiO2 in these templates. The Si-Kα
X-ray mapping clearly showed the silica was homogeneously deposited within the cell walls
(Fig. 3). This result confirms the good penetration of the TEOS solution, hence the success of
the sol composition.
A silica template with a cellular structure replicating the structure of wood was prepared
by calcining the silica-cellulose frame. The organic component was removed by calcining at
500 °C producing a porous biomorphic silica skeleton with wall thickness of 3.0 ± 0.3 µm.
SEM micrograph (Fig. 2) shows the high quality of cellular microstructure replication
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achieved in silica with a small reducing in cell size (17.5 %). Deep penetrating of sol solution
into the cell walls clearly aiding in the perfect replicating of wood structure.
Table 1. Average cell size and cell wall thickness.
Cell size (µm2)
699 ± 64
576 ± 68

Sample
Cellulose-SiO2
SiO2 skeleton

Wall thickness (µm)
6.2 ± 0.8
3.0 ± 0.3

A

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrograph of silica-cellulose template

A
A

B

Fig. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of silica skeleton at magnification of (A) 2000x and (B) 3000x.

Fig. 3. SEM-EDX micrograph of silica-cellulose template.
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Epoxy composites containing a silica frame, which mimic the cellular structure of wood
were prepared through impregnation of silica skeleton with an epoxy resin. The fragile frame
was strengthened by the epoxy resin which filled the empty lumens (Fig. 4). The
impregnation with epoxy resin slightly distorted the otherwise perfect cellular structure of
silica skeleton. The silica frame in the epoxy–silica composite can be seen clearly using SEMEDX, as shown in Fig. 5.
A

B

Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrograph of epoxy-silica composite and its C-O-Si-Kα X-ray map at 3000x.

A

B

Fig. 5. SEM-EDX images of Si-Kα X-ray map at magnification of (A) 3000x and (B) 1500x.

4.

Conclusion
A high quality of cellular microstructure replication of wood was achieved either with
retention of the cellulose fibre skeleton or with a completely synthetic silica replica.
Infiltration with epoxy resin and subsequent curing formed composite retaining the cellular
structure of wood. Minimal distortion of the original wood cells occurred in the epoxy
composite derived from the replicas. The techniques described demonstrate biomimetic
preparations of semi-synthetic and synthetic composites based on wood that retain the
morphology of the wood.
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